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To configure the extension, navigate to Stores > Configuration > Magezon Extensions 

> Lazy Load. The general settings will be displayed immediately. 

 

Enable Lazy Load: Choose ‘Yes’ to allow Magento 2 Lazy Load Extension to run on your 

website. 

Lazy load images: Apply Lazy Load to images. 

Lazy load iframes: Apply Lazy Load to iframes (videos). 

Lazy load CMS: Apply Lazy Load to CMS Page & CMS Static Block. 
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Lazy load Product Attribute: Apply Lazy Load to images and videos uploaded in 

product attributes such as description, short description, etc. 

Lazy load Category Attribute: Apply Lazy Load to images and videos uploaded in 

category attributes such as description, image, etc. 

Use Low Resolution Image: When enabled, a low-resolution preview image will appear 

before the full-resolution one is uploaded.  

Placeholder Image: Upload a placeholder image where your lazy loaded images & 

videos appear. 

Skip images with classes: Add specific classes to certain images & videos to force them 

to load normally. 

 

Threshold: This tells the extension how soon you want it to load images & videos. By 

default, the threshold is set ‘200’. It means that if the distance between the scrollbar 
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thumb and the image/video is within 200 pixels, then the image/video will appear. If you 

want to load images & videos earlier, you can increase the number.  

Delay: If you want to load all elements at once after the page is loaded, then you can 

specify a delay time in milliseconds.   
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Support 
We support all customers through our website https://www.magezon.com or email 

support@magezon.com. 

If you have any questions on the extension or need any support with its use, please 

contact us on our website https://www.magezon.com - we’re willing to help you. 

https://www.magezon.com/
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